
 

Governments need to do more to support
older people's transport needs, study suggests

August 4 2017

Governments across Europe could be doing more to develop transport
policies that ensure those over the age of 65 remain active and mobile,
according to a new study led by the University of Plymouth.

With the health and life expectancy of older people generally improving
across the continent, it is likely they will make more journeys by car,
public transport and foot over the coming years.

However, active ageing spans many policy areas - including health, social
care, economic development and urban design - and, as such, there is
often a lack of joined-up thinking about the best approaches to older
people' mobility.

To address this, the researchers sought to establish the extent to which
national governments promote the specific age-friendly qualities of
transport systems.

By assessing documents across the European Union, Norway and
Switzerland, and speaking to government employees in 20 countries, it
determined to what extent individual nations encouraged mobility,
independence and social and economic inclusion.

The results, published in Transport Policy, showed disproportionate
emphasis was being placed on safety, affordability and disabled (or
barrier-free) access whereas a more rounded approach could actually
lead to greater mobility among older people.
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The study was led by Research Fellow Rebecca Johnson and Jon Shaw,
Professor of Transport Geography, from the University's School of
Geography, Earth and Environmental Sciences, and also involved
academics from the Erfurt University of Applied Sciences in Germany.

Professor Shaw said: "It's very clear from this work that there will be
difficult challenges for policy makers as they seek to cater for older
people's transport requirements in the future. This may well be the last
thing they want to hear in an environment of restricted public
expenditure, but a key message here is that improving the quality of the
transport system for older people generally means improving it for
everyone.

"One small but important example is better information provision:
clearly legible and audible announcements on the bus regarding what
stop is coming next not only helps people whose hearing or sight is
deteriorating, but also anyone who isn't familiar with the route. And if
some of those people who aren't familiar are car drivers, then a better
experience on public transport might help us address our traffic
congestion problems."

The international assessment identified 146 documents from 29
countries which could be classed as falling under EU-wide guidelines on
'people with reduced mobility', with 63 per cent solely concerned with
older people.

It then scored them against 11 qualities, seeking to establish if they were
focused on being: affordable; available, barrier-free; comfortable;
comprehensible; efficient; friendly; reliable; safe; secure and
transparent.

The extent to which these qualities are addressed varies across Europe,
but safety, barrier freedom and affordability are prominent at both a
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national and EU level.

However, the researchers suggest there are sporadic pockets of
excellence in the other areas across Europe, and that by talking to each
other governments could learn valuable lessons from each other.

The research adds: "As attention shifts to considering and providing for
older people's mobility in years to come, we would suggest that
increasingly flexible thought will need to be devoted to their transport
system needs. The basic desire of people to be together is unlikely to go
away, and the challenge for policy makers will be to provide systems
capable of meeting the travel patterns of senior citizens in such a way
that proper account is taken of their needs."

  More information: Rebecca Johnson et al, European national
government approaches to older people's transport system needs, 
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